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 Cain Dwyer - Global specialist tax recruitment 
 

Tax-ology 
 

Volume 1, Issue 3, March 2018

Welcome to the third issue of Cain Dwyer's Tax-ology global taxation
newsletter.   In this issue we discuss activity in the EU as it pertains to tax with
commentary from a Partner at Clifford Chance.  Also covered are proposed
Energy and Resource tax changes in Russia and the CIS, with opinion from a
senior Deloitte Tax Partner.      

Digital Taxation
 
In the EU, the mainstay topic that has been keeping tax aficionados and
commentators busy during the month of March is digital taxation. 
  
The script to date is as follows: we have jurisdiction specific position papers to
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dissect, an EU package of digital tax measures and further OECD commentary
in the form of an interim report. Without wading into the politics of the proposals
(we’d like to!), several commentators have provided a practical consideration of
the theory. Prime digital targets won’t necessarily fall within the proposed
measures whilst in some instances unrelated (non-digital) businesses will be
affected. 
 
Dan Neidle, Tax Partner at Clifford Chance commented to Cain Dwyer – “It's
hard to take the "comprehensive" proposal for a virtual PE terribly seriously,
because it relies upon the US agreeing to amend all its double tax treaties so
that its highest profile corporations can pay more tax. That is almost certainly
not going to happen. That leaves us with the "interim" proposal of a "digital
services tax" (DST) which has several very curious features. It doesn't apply to
some of the businesses I'd think would be the target (e.g. Apple) and it does
apply to others that I wouldn't (e.g. online newspapers running advertisements).
It also requires large businesses to track users viewing their advertisements
across multiple sessions, browsers and devices, and retain this information and
permit tax authorities to audit it. In the present environment that seems a
cavalier attitude to user privacy.” 
 
As these measures relate to tax recruitment, Cain Dwyer have seen Industry
and Financial Services clients considering candidates with technology and on-
line marketplace experience. An interesting development given that, typically,
tax technology / digital roles are more prevalent in the Big Four accounting
firms. Historically the content of these roles has been tax implementation, tax
automation and creation (of a tax product). There is now a distinct link between
tax policy and tax technology teams. Clients with global online operations are
recruiting candidates with not only tax technical knowledge but also an
understanding of the nature of digital  marketplaces.

 
 

Obscure, but interesting
tax fact
 
Russian Emperor Peter the Great
levied a tax on beards in the early
1700s. The objective was to
encourage men to have a clean-
shaven look, which was popular at
the time in Continental Europe.
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Energy and Resources Taxation and Caspian
Region Tax Update

 
The proposed digital taxation measure in the EU takes us back years in terms
of sensible taxation policy, with proposed measures focused on taxing
revenue of companies as opposed to profit. Stepping out of the EU and into the
CIS and Russia, we have the inverse happening in the Energy and Resources
sector; for years taxes (or royalties) have been applied to volumes of oil and
gas extracted however there is now a proposed policy change, with approval
for profit-based oil and gas taxation being imminent. Russia is, in this example,
moving in the opposite direction of the EU and into sensible taxation policy
territory.  
 
Across the Caspian and CIS region more generally, Anthony Mahon, Head of
Tax and Legal and Partner, Deloitte Caspian Region commented to Cain
Dwyer that “whilst taxation (and exposure to related uncertainty and lack of
transparency of policy and administration) continues to be one of the primary
drivers of country risk for ex-CIS countries, there are some positive trends
emerging over the last 12 months. In Kazakhstan the 2018 Tax Code is the first
significant fiscal reform that tangibly reflects the results of significant
consultation with taxpayers, advisors and industry bodies. Specifically, oil and
gas taxation reform does already feature a new “alternative” profit-based
framework of taxation for new deep-horizon and offshore oil and gas projects –
a measure aimed at generating new inward investment and one specifically
called for by the industry. Taxation of the mining industry has also seen
positively greeted and substantial reform following lengthy taxpayer
consultation.” 
 
Mergers and acquisitions activity in the Energy and Resources taxation sector
has continued to buoy the market despite core commodity pricing showing a
downward trend in recent years.  In terms of recruitment, this has translated
into some first time appointments into In-House functions as well as expansion
of existing functions.  Such activity has been a feature of Q1 2018 however also
observable is the rapidity with which an active market can become a
changeable one, with some commodity trading houses acting quickly in
response to profit downturn and culling specifically from their tax functions. 

Tax Disputes and Controversy
 

As expected, we have seen an increase in the number of Industry and Financial
Services tax disputes and controversy appointments in developed markets
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such as Australia, the USA and, to a lesser extent, the UK.  Recruitment for
such roles is still fairly novel and will likely need more honing.  One role last
year was designated and marketed as ‘Head of Tax Evasion’. Certainly not to
be mistaken for a Freudian slip! 
 
In the professional services sector we are starting to see the emergence of
more connected, virtual global tax disputes teams whereas traditionally this
practice area was almost always jurisdiction specific.  

Tax Legal Salary Benchmarking
 
Is there a ceiling to newly qualified lawyer salaries in tax in the law firms?! 
 
Cain Dwyer benchmarking shows year on year adjustments, with increases of
up to 8% in base salary over the last 3 years – unheard of in most other
professional sectors.  In some cases in the UK market (albeit with US firms'
London offices) it is not uncommon to see a NQ salary of £100,000 (circa USD
$140,000).

Featured Roles
 
Below is a select list of our current instructions:

 
*Head of Global Mobility / Expatriate Taxation* 
UK Top 30 Accounting Firm, London or Regions 

 
*Transfer Pricing Partner* 

Big Four Firm, Western Europe 
 

*Investment Funds Tax Associate / Attorney - 4th or 5th year* 
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US Law Firm, New York 
 

*Executive Compensation / Incentives Attorney- Mid-Level
through to Counsel* 

Wall St Firm, Boston, New York and Washington DC 
 

A comprehensive list of roles, with details for each, can be found on our
website at www.caindwyer.com/jobs.  
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